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Allocation of Selling and Administrative Expenses to Units Sold

By
C. A. RENARD,
Auditor, Ralston Purina Company,
St. Louis, Missouri

T he National Association of Cost Accountants does not sta nd sponsor for views expressed
by the writers of a rticles issu ed a s Pu blica tions.
T he object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. The articles will cover a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or grou p. Constructive comments on any of
the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of the secretary. T he
price to members is twenty -five cents per copy
and to non - members seventy -five cents per copy.

EDI T O RI AL D EP AR T M EN T NO T E
More solid work ha s been done by bu siness concerns in
the distribution of selling and administrative expenses
tha n is a ppa rent to the ou tsider. Attention is being ca lled
ra ther frequ ently to new insta nces in which this troublesome problem has been solved in a sa tisfactory manner.
We pr e se n t a s o u r Official Publication for this issue the
methods u sed by the Ralston Pu rina Company of St. Louis,
Missou ri. While conditions always differ in different
businesses, we feel su re each new method carries something of valuable suggestion to any who may be considering this problem.
T he a u thor, Mr . C. A. Renard, is a h igh school gra duate with some night school work at Wa shington University. He serve d t wo y ea rs a s a j u ni or i n pu bli c pr a ctice, a fter which he spent twelve yea rs in public utility
work , ending a s tra veling a u ditor for the North America n
Company. Sinc e t hen he ha s served for twelve years as
au ditor of the Ra lston Pu rina Compa ny, the la rgest Commercial Feed Ma nu fa cturers in the world. H e is a
cha rter member of St. Lou is Cha pter N.A.C.A. a nd member of first board of directors and is Vice - President of
the Cha pter for 1928 -1929.
This pa per was delivered before a recent meeting of the
St. Louis Cha pter.
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AL LO CA TI O N O F SELLING A N D AD M I N IS T RA T I V E EX PE N SE S T O U N I T S S O L D
are two general classes of manufacturing businesses.
T HERE
In the first class are those which produce a more or less staple
article of merchandise which is sold sometimes before or sometimes after it has been manufactured and these industries find it
necessary to carry constantly fluctuating quantities of manufactured products on hand. In the second class are the industries
which only produce their product on the specifications or orders of
the customer and do not commence production until after the sale
has been consummated. As examples of the second class are the
printing industry and the manufacture of railway cars. With
these industries the selling costs accrue prior to the manufacturing
costs. The business of the Ralston Purina Company, with which
I am connected, belongs to the first class and I believe that in industries such as ours the selling and administrative expenses should
not be applied to stocks of finished merchandise, as the conservative practice is to inventory stocks at factory cost plus transportation and handling charges to the points of storage. And so with
us the problem becomes that of the allocation of administrative
and selling expenses to units sold.
In many businesses the costs of advertising, selling, and of the
general and administrative expenses exceed, and in some cases, are
several times as great as, the cost of manufacturing. For years,
cost experts, efficiency men, and others have worked on analysis
of production costs until that phase of most businesses has been
placed under fair control. But for some unknown reason, very
few have attacked the problem of analysis of selling and administrative expenses, although these items represent the major portions of our expenses.
The Ralston Purina Company has, for the past ten years, been
slowly evolving better and better methods for the analysis of these
groups of expenses. We have been told by those in position to
know that we are considerably ahead of the average practice in
this work. We are proud of what we have accomplished as
pioneers in this field. We are glad to tell of our experience, in
the hope that it will stimulate discussion and that from the dis619
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cussion, we may obtain new viewpoints and thoughts which we
could use in further refinement of our methods.
Our business has a dual nature. We sell both food for human
consumption and feed for animals. As these branches take considerably different treatment, I will confine my discussion to the
feeds for animals, which we call chows, from the Chinese word
"chow" meaning to eat. You may be interested to know that the
Chinese breed of dog known as "Chows" are so called because
they are to eat.
We sell approximately forty commodities in this chow end of
the business, which we classify in four groups— Dairy, Fattening,
Horse, and Poultry. The Dairy feeds are made for cows, calves,
milk goats, etc. The Fattening feeds are made for steers, pigs,
lambs, etc. The Horse feeds are made for horses, mules, oxen,
etc. The Poultry feeds are made for chickens, pigeons, ducks,
geese, etc. We have a chow sales- manager in charge of each of
these four groups whose duty it is to keep that department of the
business, not only doing its share of current business, but to keep
after our research and experimental departments and keep their
respective groups two "jumps" ahead of anyone else in the development of result — producing feeds. These four chow managers
have for their territory the United States and Canada. In their
departments are specialists who sell nothing but the chows belonging to that department.
We have divided the United States into nine sales territories.
Each of these territories is served by one or more mills, some by
as many as four mills. A sales- manager is in charge of each of
these territories. He is assisted by field- managers. Under each
field sales- manager are district sales- managers who have direct
charge of the salesmen in their district. The individual salesman
may have for his territory four to ten counties. All of this last
described group sell the full line of chows.
Over all these is a Vice - President in charge of Sales, with his
office staff.
The general office is located at St. Louis with a local office at
each manufacturing plant.
All salesmen and sales- managers have monthly, quarterly and
annual quotas, which we express in points, although sales are made
in tons. We make a game of selling, pitting man against man and
620
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team against team, thus keeping up a lively interest and friendly
competition among our own men, and this is so keen that it overshadows any other form of competition. Quotas are based on
past performance of territory and tonnage possibilities, according
to animal population census of the Department of Agriculture.
Most of our salesmen are guaranteed a minimum salary and flat
rate allowance for expense with a sliding scale bonus for points
earned. For example, a man might have a salary of $2oo.00 a
month and a flat rate expense allowance of $40.00 a week, for
which he would be expected to sell a minimum of 250 points. If
he sells 300 points, he would get 15¢ a point on his total sales or
$45.00 in bonus. If he sold 350 points, a 20¢ per point bonus or
$70.00; 400 points, 25¢
or $100.00; 450 points or over, 30¢ or
$135.00
from
bonus up.
It is a company policy for salesmen to have their own cars,
which they must operate out of a flat rate weekly expense allowance.
You note we pay the salesmen for points sold instead of tons.
We know that it is much harder to sell a ton of a specialty such as
calf chow, dog chow or pigeon chow than it is to sell a ton of
horse chow or cow chow. We want the man to sell the full line as
this minimizes the chances of the salesman jumping around to
sell the easy sellers. So to make the sale of a ton of a specialty attractive to the salesman, we must pay him in proportion to the
energy necessary to sell each chow. If, in our experience, we find
it is eight times as hard to sell one chow as another, we rate that
chow as an eight point chow. Certain off -grade chows we wish to
discourage, so we rate them at Y point per ton. Thus you see
we give a man 16 times as much credit for selling a ton of some
specialty as we do for selling a ton of off -grade or non - standard
chow. Various chows carry various point ratings from Y to 8
points. The salesman depends largely on sales to feeders rather
than sales to dealers and it is proper to pay him in proportion to
the energy expended in selling each chow to the feeders, as under
our plan the salesman sells as much as 1/3 of the dealer's purchase
to the feeders for the dealer's account.
The District salesman is also on the point basis, his quota being approximately 1 o % less than the sum of the quotas given his
men.
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The points at which each kind of chow is rated have been
worked out over a period of ten years of experiment, preceded
by the actual experience of our executives in the field. These
points were set and are revised by men who have had long training
in the field and are in a position to know the sales effort required
to dispose of a ton of a given kind of chow.
The sales- managers' quotas are on the ton basis, since they do
not enter into actual field selling. Their quotas are designed to
get volume.
We work up our statistics on electric tabulating equipment.
At the end of each month each man is notified the total of his
shipments and reminded of his quota for the new period. The
sales- manager gets a record showing cost per point for each salesman for both month and year to date, the totals by districts and
sales divisions. This record can be compared with quotas, past
performances, and the present and past performances of other
divisions.
Now we come to bases of distribution, which are as follows;
i.
z.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Expenses varying with geographical location
Expenses varying with products sold
Expenses varying with sales effort expended
Expenses varying with space occupied
Expenses varying with persons served
Expenses varying with net sales
Expenses varying with number of orders.

Bases 6 and 7 are not in use in our business.
As an example of "Expenses varying with geographical location," we have the expenses of the sales- managers. It is company
policy that the sales- managers have their offices at St. Louis. The
expenses of the near -by territories are smaller in proportion than
those at the sea coast because of the greater distance to the territory both for traveling and the transmission of messages. So in
comparing the efficiency of the sales- managers, we must keep in
mind the handicap tinder which the distant territories operate, due
to company policy. "Expenses varying with products sold" are
illustrated in our chow departments where men specialize on particular products. An example of "Expenses varying with sales
effort expended" is the work of the salesmen in the field which,
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as I have explained, is prorated on a point basis. "Expenses
varying with space occupied" are readily recognized in advertising work and building rentals. "Expenses varying with persons
served" are well illustrated by convention expenses where meals
served and rooms occupied are the chief expense. As an example
of "Expenses varying with net sales," I will cite the commissions
paid shoe salesmen which are based on net sales. In businesses
where the value of the raw material entering into the product is
negligible in comparison with the labor and power cost, the final
sales price does not fluctuate highly and it is possible to measure
the salesman's value to the company on the basis of net sales. In
our business, the raw materials are 7o7o' to 8o% of the finished
product's value and the raw materials fluctuate on the market over
wide ranges from a low of $4o.00 to a high of $80.00 a ton. Under
such conditions, net sales is a poor basis for proration. "Expenses
varying with number of orders handled" are found largely in the
clerical group and in shipping expenses, such as entering an order
in the order register or cutting an address stencil for marking
shipping cases.
In distributing our expenses, we attempt to charge as much as
possible direct and as little as possible by proration. We have succeeded in distributing directly approximately 85ofo of our selling
and administrative expenses and are prorating only about 1 570'.
Please bear in mind that we must not only distribute our expenses among our nine sales territories, but also among our four
chow departments in each territory as well.
To make the matter clearer, I will explain the actual handling
of a few of the accounts.
The expenses of the Vice - President in charge of sales together
with those of his staff must be divided over the nine sales divisions
and this is done in proportion to the total cumulative tonnage for
the year to date. The division sales- manager and staff can be
charged direct to the proper sales division. The supervision just
discussed covers full line sales and is further subdivided into
Dairy, Fattening, Horse, and Poultry groups in proportion to
cumulative tonnage for the year to date for each chow group in
each sales division.
The Dairy Chow manager has for his territory all the United
States, but is limited to work on the Dairy group. So the expense
623
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of his department is charged to the nine sales divisions in proportion to the cumulative Dairy Chow tonnage sold by each division.
This applies also to the expenses of the other chow managers.
We have our own sales school and each new salesman is required
to attend and finish with a passing grade. This portion of "Sales
Training" is charged to the nine sales divisions in proportion to
the number of men they have in each class.
In advertising expenses, it is easy enough to get such items as
fairs, exhibits, painted signs and newspaper advertising, charged
direct to the sales division benefited but an advertisement in a
magazine of national circulation must be prorated between divisions. We use the magazines' record of paid circulation by states
to split this properly.
The checkerboard signs and dealer's cars advertising Purina
Chows are no doubt familiar to most of you. These are used to
advertise the entire line and after having been charged directly to
the proper sales division are distributed among the four chow departments on the basis of tonnage sales in the various divisions.
Because conventions are spasmodic, we handle them on the accrual basis so as to keep the expenses spread over the year.
Running briefly through some of the other of our selling expenses, we use the following basis:
Sales Office Salaries —Sales and Sales Office Travel —Sales are
distributed among the territories and chow departments on the
basis of tonnages sold.
Sales Office Salaries —Chows and Sales Office Travel —Chows
are direct for the chow departments but are distributed among the
territories on a tonnage basis.
Salesmen's salaries, bonus and traveling expenses are distributed direct to proper sales territory and on the basis of points
to the chow departments as already described.
Commissions are distributed direct to the sales territory and
chow department.
Demonstration. We have given considerable thought to the distribution of the cost of demonstrating to the feeders the proper use
of our chows and have seriously considered distributing them on
the basis of calls and also on the basis of number of sales but have
finally decided to distribute this expense on the point basis.
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Experiments. Direct as to chow departments, distributed to
sales territories on a tonnage basis.
Salesmen's Prizes, Salesmen's Supplies, Telephone and Telegraph, Sales Taxes and Dealer's Prizes are distributed direct to
the sales territories and to the chow departments on a tonnage
basis.
Salesmen's Conventions, Dealer's Schools and Dealer's Conventions are distributed among the sales territories on the basis of the
number of men from each territory and among the chow departments on a tonnage basis.
Miscellaneous Sales Expenses we charge direct to the territories
where possible and, if this cannot be done, we distribute them on a
tonnage basis. These expenses are distributed to the chow departments on a tonnage basis.
The distribution of our advertising expenses I have already
pretty well covered. We use a good many moving picture films
and slides for advertising and these are charged direct to the
proper chow departments since they usually are only for the benefit on one of these departments, but we must prorate this expense
among the sales territories on the tonnage basis.
The advertising overhead is distributed among the sales territories and chow departments on the basis of points.
All the Administrative and General Expenses are distributed on
the basis of tonnages sold. General office expenses are obtained by
apportionment, due to the fact that the general office includes the
St. Louis local office. The basis of this apportionment is the average office expenses per ton of all the other mills which is applied
as the local office expense of the St. Louis mill and the remainder
distributed to all territories and the chow departments on a tonnage basis.
We do not have a budget in the ordinary sense of that word, for
the ordinary budget is not flexible enough. But we do have standards set for the unit cost of each activity and then we can compare each division with its predetermined unit cost, with its prior
performances and with other divisions having similar territory and
problems.
I have hastened through the story, just "hitting the high spots"
of the plans we use to apply "selling, advertising and general ex-
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penses to units sold." I will gladly try to answer any questions
you may have.
In the discussion following the presentation of the foregoing
paper the following points were brought out:
Q. When does the salesman get credit for his points, when
the order is booked or when shipment is made?
A. When the order is shipped.
Q. In case the account proves uncollectible are the points
earned deducted ?
A. No. If we accept the order we assume the credit risk and
the salesman gets credit for his points. Of course, you understand
that our shipments are made draft attached to B/L so that bad
debts are not much of a source of worry to us. If the dealer refuses to accept the goods, we reconsign the car to the nearest
dealer ordering the same chow.
Q. Regarding the bonus how is that figured? I think you
said a salesman's quota might be 2 5 0 points. Suppose this month
he has only 2 0 0 points and next month he has 3 0 0 points, would
he be entitled to a bonus?
A. Yes. Each month stands by itself and we do not carry
over a deficit of one month and apply it against a later month, as
this discourages the new men. It is also unfair in cases of illness,
vacations and sales conventions.
Q. What prevents a salesman holding out orders at the end
of a bad month in order to get bonus credit next month which he
hopes will be better.
A. Of course this has been tried time and again. However, our
point system makes it impossible for a man to profit by this
method. When we see cases of this kind we refigure the salesman's account on the correct basis and show him that he would
have made more by turning in his orders. There has never been
a case yet where in the long run the salesman has benefited. One
reason why this holding out of orders will not work is because our
chows are very bulky and the dealers do not have room to store
large quantities so they place orders for immediate shipment and
do not carry any more stock than they must.
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Q. Do the salesmen get credit for orders sent direct to the
house?
A. Yes, every ton of chow shipped into a district is credited
to the salesman for that district whether he actually sold the goods
or not.
Q. Where do you get your salesmen?
A. They are mostly graduates of agricultural colleges who
think they can sell. We bring them into our sales school and if
they can pass our course of training with creditable marks, we
put them out in a territory with an experienced man until they
are qualified to be assigned to a territory themselves.
Q. In your advertising you must have a large stock of booklets and direct mail matter. You also have contracted and paid
for magazine advertising from which you have not received benefit. How are these items handled at the end of the year?
A. A very good question. They are charged to expense the
month they are approved and vouchered. With the income tax
what it has been in the past we do not attempt to defer any expenses of this nature.
Q. How do you distribute your telephone and telegraph expense? I think some would be for the mills and go into cost of
production, some would be selling, and some would be administrative.
A. We consider it all to be selling and general expense. It is
true we have telephones through the mills, but they are used
mostly by the office to find out when orders are going to be shipped.
Most of the long distance calls and telegrams are in connection
with sales. We charge selling and general expenses as their interest appear, but make no charge to the mill.
Q. What about freight on sales? How do you handle that?
A. The shipments are made F.O.B. mill and the freight is paid
by the customer. Of course we try to ship from the nearest mill
in order to give the customer the lowest freight rate possible.
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